


Cammello is designed for heavy works and is capable of sweeping every kind of debris such as 
sands, waste generated as a result of recovery of heavy winter conditions, mass of household 
garbages, stones. 
It can collect 1,2 ton per minute waste materials from surface and It doesn't need to be taken to 
discharge areas. 
It loads coarse waste material quickly and directly from the road onto a truck and operates on a 
mechanical basis without suction. 
It is ideal for use in long distances and heavy road conditions. 

Cost of Ownership: Cammello offers the optimum balance among high performance, quality, low 
cost, and environmental impact. 
Components: <;eksan, making no occasions on quality, cooperate with suppliers that became 
marks in their sector. We select the machine parts from suppliers who have proven themselves in 
their sector with their quality, price and widespread agent network. 
Short Term Lead Time: <;eksan has flexible production plans in order to provide delivery terms 
shorter than average of the sector. 
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Body & Design: Cammello is robustly constructed from quality materials to provide years of 
continuous performance and reliable service. 
Blasting and painting operations are implemented carefully, and special covering solutions are 
provided for the materials. 
All the materials are 100% recyclable. 
The machine is easily operated and cleaned due to its aesthetic design. 
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Service and After Sales: <;::eksan organizes periodical trainings for operators, shares all 
maintenance schedule as earlier as sales process in order to ensure full valid warranty 
conditions, and establishes an easily and fast accessible network for spare parts supply. 
When a technical issue rises beyond capabilities of customers to solve, our company 
provides in place support thanks to expert team within company organization. 
Whole product range is assured under <;::eksan warranty conditions. 
We guarrantee 10 year spare part supply to our partners. 
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